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The eight fundamental pillars on which the life of plants
rests. A guidebook to follow for the survival of our species.

The Nation of Plants
Stefano Mancuso
144 pages
Popular Science

Even if  they behave as though they were, humans are not the masters of  the Earth, but only one of  the most
unpleasant and irksome residents in the condominium. From the moment of  their arrival, about 300,000 years
ago – nothing if  compared to the history of  life on our planet, which goes back to three billion and eight 
hundred million years ago  –, humans have succeeded in the challenging enterprise of  changing the conditions of
the planet so drastically as to make it a dangerous place for their own survival. 
The causes of  this reckless behavior are in part inherent in their predatory nature and in part, they depend on
our total incomprehension of  the rules that govern the existence of  a community of  living beings. The last to
arrive on the planet, we behave like children who wreak havoc, unaware of  the value and significance of  the
things they are playing with. 
Imagining a constitution written by plants is the playful exercise that has given birth to this book: it is a short
constitution based on the general principles that regulate the common life of  plants and it establishes norms 
applicable to all living beings. Compared to our constitutions that place humans at the center of  the entire 
juridical reality, in conformity with an anthropocentricism that reduces to things all that is not human, plants
offer us a revolution. 

Stefano Mancuso is one of  the world’s leading authorities
in the field of  plant neurobiology, which explores signaling
and communication at all levels of  biological organization.
He teaches at the University of  Florence and has published
more than 250 scientific papers in international journals. 
He is in the ranking of  New Yorker “world changers” and
his works are widely translated all over the world.

Finally the Nation of  Plants, the most 
important, widespread, and powerful nation
on Earth, has spoken. Plants, as attentive 
parents, after making it possible for us to live,
have come to our aid once again, giving us
their rules: this is the first Charter of  Rights of
Living Beings written by the plants.

25.000 copies

Rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Klett Cotta (German)

Galaxia Gutenberg (Castilian)
Galaxia Gutenberg (Catalan)

Bertrand (Portuguese/Portugal)
Cossee (Dutch)

Forest Book Company (Korean)
Duku (Chinese Simplified)



The Camellia
Angela Borghesi
Prior to its beautful flowers, the camellia first got to Europe through its leaves. How
many know that even the tea plant is a camellia?
Today we still look at this flower as an icon of  style, which between the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries had influenced fashion and enjoyed literary and musical fortunes.
Yet its leaves have conquered the world, they have revolutionized cultural, social and
economic aspects of  life. Rites and millennial ceremonies have been canonized around
them. Its ornamental value is undoubted, yet the camellia is useful not only for the 
yellow light and thirst-quenching infusion: in addition to the leaves, also seeds, wood
and petals are processed. The story of  the journey and the spread of  this plant (in its
double reception: as an ornamental plant and as a tea plant) is fascinating, and partly
still shrouded in mists. In Europe and Italy it entertwines with the stories of  villas and
gardens, of  aristocratic, exclusive passions. This is a mutant, metamorphic flower,
which is declined in very different forms and in rich chromatic ranges, sometimes even
on the same specimen. There are so many cultivars to satisfy the aesthetic whims both
of  those who love geometric perfect corollas and those who prefer them bizarre and
charming.

The Stone Pine
Giulia Caneva
The stone pine is the true symbol of  an Italic tree. No coincidence that the English
call it “Italian stone pine” and in France “Pin d’Italie”. 
This large and majestic tree, with its penetrating smell, characterizes the Mediterranean
scrub of  the Tyrrhenian, Adriatic and Ionian coasts and the islands of  Sardinia and 
Sicily to become its icon. If  we could listen to its voice it would say of  itself: «My 
scientific name is Pinus pinea. My Italian name is Stone Pine. It is often said that I am
the son of  a family tree which is that of  the Pinaceae. Even my nationality is not so
precise: for the moment let’s say that I am Mediterranean. My hair is made of  green
needles. They call me coniferous because of  these thin and strong pointed leaves, only
a little longer than sewing needles, of  a color that is not too dark but brilliant. 
My needles are arranged according to a certain order, if  you look 
carefully, they collect in bundles of  two and with a small sheath at the base. I have 
persistent hair: when I replace my needles I do it without stripping myself  completely,
like many other relatives of  mine. I’m evergreen and that’s why I’m loved by gardeners
and landscapers!».

Angela Borghesi teaches Contemporary Italian literature at the University of  Milan
Bicocca. Among her works: Le Piccole Persone. In difesa degli animali e altri scritti (Adelphi
2016), Genealogie (Quodlibet 2011), Una storia invisibile. Morante, Ortese, Weil (Quodlibet
2015), L’anno della “Storia” 1974-1975 (Quodlibet 2018). Since 2011 she has held the
botanical and literature column “Chlorophyll” in the online magazine “Doppiozero”.

Giulia Caneva is Professor of  Environmental and Applied Botany at the Department
of  Science of  the Rome University. She carries out research in the field of  
Mediterranean thermophilic vegetation, with particular attention to ruderal flora and
vegetation. In 2012 she won the “Grand Prix for Cultural Heritage/Europa Nostra”
(research category) of  the European Community for the work The Botanical Code of  
Augustus (Gangemi 2010). 
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Let’s learn about plants, one by one:
their origins, geography, habitat, and
history in our material and spiritual
life. The pine and the fir, the 
camellia and the lily, the olive and
the fig tree, the vine and the laurel,
the coffee and the garlic ... they are
here to improve, protect, nourish
and take care of  our daily life. 

series THE NATION OF PLANTS
edited by Stefano Mancuso

With his latest book The Nation of
Plants, Stefano Mancuso invited us
to look at plants as the most 
populous, important and 
widespread nation on Earth; the
one on which the life of  the entire
planet depends. So, since we exist
thanks to the plants and we can
continue to exist only in their 
company, what better thing for us
to do than learn more about the
“citizens” of  this nation? 
This is what Stefano Mancuso 
proposes by designing this series
that bears the same name as his
book: The Nation of  Plants.

Structure of  each book:
1. A family history
2. Traveling companions
3. The uses
4. Gallery of  “portraits”



A book that weaves the canvas of the feminine thought
and lexicon: a memorable journey through the words of 
writers, and some philosophers.

Feminine Lexicon
Sandra Petrignani
192 pages
publication in November
Literature

The slow (as written by hand) and engaging narrative of  this book describes the search for meaning in life
through the female perspective. 
Through Virginia Woolf, Elsa Morante, Natalia Ginzburg, Marguerite Duras and many others this book seeks
(and finds) the outline of  the design of  a common destiny: a map to orientate oneself  in the present, after so
much past and a confused future that sometimes seems to retreat and threatens to take away from women the
many fought conquests. Not because women’s journey is always right. But, on the contrary, because so far 
humanity has only had the “voice” of  men. Perhaps the thought of  women - inseparable from the materiality of
things, or the urgency of  life- has another point of  view. This is a naturally self-critical thought, since the female
voice has always been more solitary, less exposed, fragmentary, and mostly ignored (by men) or derided.

Sandra Petrignani has worked extensively in 
cultural journalism for newspapers and 
magazines. Author of  novels, short stories, travel
books, 
memoirs, and biographies, she has published La
scrittrice abita qui (2002), travel book about the 
museum-houses of  great authors of  the twentieth
century, from Woolf  to Yourcenar, from Colette
to Deledda and Blixen; Marguerite (2014), a novel
dedicated to Marguerite Duras; La corsara. Ritratto
di Natalia Ginzburg (2018), shortilisted at Strega
Book Prize. Her books are translated into many
languages. For Laterza, E in mezzo il fiume. A piedi
nei due centri di Roma (2010). Now she lives in the
countryside in Umbria.

Freedom, care, abandonment, love, desire,
pain, passion: what are the words of  the 
feminine lexicon? In the pursuit of  shadows,
footprints, voluntary traces, works and facts of
life, and in the midst of  annotated books, the
writer Sandra Petrignani reveals the essence of
being women, bringing to light their profound
vocabulary. 

«Nina Berberova writes: “I am free to live where and how 
I want, to read what I want, to think about everything I want
as I want, and to listen to whoever I want. I am free in the
streets of  the big cities, where no one sees me, as I walk in the
pouring rain without a where or a when, murmuring verses; I
am free in the woods, and on the shore of  the sea in a blessed
solitude, and in the music that resounds in me, and in my
room, when I close the door.” 
What a joy these words express! What a liberating sense to
have conquered something. In the destiny of  a woman, in
fact, freedom is not taken for granted, it is a conquest. In the
male destiny, however, it is expected. A man must not 
struggle against himself  first of  all to appreciate freedom. 
A woman yes. It may seem rhetorical to emphasize it, vaguely
vindicating, yet it is so. How many fear both things: loneliness
and freedom? How many feel depreciated by not having a
partner by their side? How many are willing to sacrifice
energy, time, or talent to a significant other? So many.»



A poetic manual on “seas and love”: on the language of
eros we have inherited from the ancient Greeks.

Sea of Love
Eros, Shipwrecks and Storms 
in Ancient Greece
Giorgio Ieranò 
272 pages
Publication in November
Ancient Literature

Erotic desire has its own marine vocabulary, which has also entered into common language. This indissoluble 
relationship between love and the sea was born in ancient Greece. The “storm of  love”, the “wave of  passion”,
or the “lover as a shipwreck”... These words come from the the typically Greek conception of  eros as an 
uncontrollable phenomenon, as an invincible force that conditions the human soul from the outside. 
In the background, there is the cult of  the goddess Aphrodite who, for the Greeks, was not only the divinity of
love but also a lady of  the seas and a patron saint of  navigation. In the sagas of  mythology the heroic lovers 
(Theseus and Arianna, Jason and Medea, Paris and Helen) furrow the waves driven by the wind of  desire. 
Islands and rocks are often sceneries of  love dramas and a dip in the waters, like that of  Sappho from the 
fabulous cliff  of  Lefkas, sometimes seals an unhappy story. 
At the root of  the topos of  the “sea of  love” there is a deep core, an intimate seriousness, a dramatic sense of
human existence. There is the ancient awareness that dark and divine powers, like the terrible Eros, can at any
time upset the lives of  mortal, thwarting every proud claim of  human self-sufficiency. And there’s the sense,
typically Greek, of  life as an open experience and never resolved, like a chessboard on which the fate or the case,
Ananke or Tyche, play their game. Not just in love, but in each of  our events, the storm is always in ambush.

Giorgio Ieranò teaches Greek Literature at the 
University of  Trento. Among his books, Arianna. 
Storia di un mito (2008), La tragedia greca. Origini, storie,
rinascite (2010), Eroi (2013), Gli eroi della guerra di Troia
(2015), Arcipelago. Isole e miti del Mare Egeo (2018).

From the archaic lyric to theater, from the
Hellenistic epigrams to the elegies of  Ovid,
the idea of  the a “sea of  love” crossed the 
ancient times and reach us. 



A formidable and stunning book of mathematical tales.

Fatal Moments
When Numbers Explained the World
Umberto Bottazzini
drawings by Grisha Fischer

160 pages
Publication in November
Popular Science

The fatal instant is the moment in which a long chain of  causes and effects precipitates and overturns the course
of  things. As Stefan Zweig wrote: «It is necessary for people to generate millions of  humans so that a genius can
be born, and millions of  amorphous hours must always flow before a truly historic hour appears, a stellar hour
for humanity.»

This book is a story of  a multiplication of  instants, each of  which is the outcome of  stories that intertwine and
separate to then find each other and define fundamental elements of  our culture. What was the fatal instant in
which men discovered that there are magnitudes like the diagonal and the side of  a square, and that these are
not commensurable with each other? Was it when the Babylonian scribes engraved the figure on a tablet 1750
years BC? Or when Hippasus of  Metaponto revealed the secret of  the Pythagoreans? Or when a brahmin 
entrusted the approximation of  that inexpressible relationship for the first time to a sulvasutra to be able to
build the altars of  Agni, the god of  fire? And what is the instant in which we discovered that the ratio between a
circumference and its diameter is also an irrational number? Was it in the Babylonian tablets or in the Egyptian 
papyrus of  two thousand years before Christ? Or was it in the approximations of  Archimedes’ pi or those of
the moderns who struggle to always find new decimal digits?

Umberto Bottazzini taught History of  Mathematics in Italian and
foreign Universities and was editor-in-chief  of  Historia 
Mathematica. He is a member of  the editorial board of  the main
international journals in the history of  mathematics and in 2006 he
won the Pitagora prize for mathematical dissemination. Since 2012
he is a Fellow of  the American Mathematical Society, which in 2015
awarded him the Leon Albert Whiteman Memorial Prize for the 
history of  mathematics. For over thirty years he has collaborated on
the Science and Philosophy page of  Il Sole 24 Ore - Domenica.
Among his most recent books: La patria ci vuole eroi. Matematici e vita
politica nell’Italia del Risorgimento (con P. Nastasi, Zanichelli 2013), 
Numeri (Il Mulino 2015) e Infinito (Il Mulino 2018).

A great mathematician finds the fatal 
moments that have marked the affirmation 
of  mathematical numbers in our culture, 
providing us with the key to decode the world
and reveal its mysteries.



The Ocean in the Middle
A 24,539 Miles Long Journey
Federico Rampini 
watercolors by Nicola Magrin

208 pages
Travel/Memoir/Journalism

Genoa, Milan, Brussels, Paris, New York, San Francisco, Beijing, Tokyo, India,
till the Nile’s springs. This book is a snapshot of  atmospheres, and a box of
food for thoughts on economics, history and society from far-off  corners of
the planet - that makes us want to follow in the footsteps of  the writer.

Federico Rampini (Genoa, 1956) is the correspondent of  “la 
Repubblica” in New York - after having been from Beijing, San
Francisco, Paris and Brussels. Already deputy director of  “il Sole
24 Ore” and head of  the Milanese editorial office of  the “la Re-
pubblica”, he taught at the Universities of  Berkeley, Shanghai, and
at the SDA-Bocconi. He is a member of  the Council on Foreign
Relations, an American think tank for international relations.

Nicola Magrin (Milan, 1978) graduated from the Brera Academy
of  Fine Arts in Milan with a thesis on Miquel Barceló. In 2008 he
was selected for a three-month Artist in Residence in New York at
the Harlem Studio Fellowship by MontrasioArte. He lives and
works in Monza.

«For long periods in my life I have had oceans
between me and my beloved: my wife, my 
children, my parents [...]. In my wanderings and
in my life as a global observer, I have never
stopped searching for roots: imaginary, built,
conquered. But indispensable. You cannot live
five years in China and aspire to tell it without
an effort  to immerse oneself  in its history, its
culture, its people. Even in America I had to 
repeat this exercise on the two coasts: to 
become at least partly “one of  them”, to try to
understand better. The book you are about to
read is the story of  this long journey.»

Three oceans and four continents. The surprising 
illustrated cahier de voyage of a professional nomad.



The exciting and compelling story of the family who 
invented the Renaissance.

Gonzaga
An Italian Dinasty
Luca Sarzi Amadè
336 pages
Modern History

While dominating a limited and peripheral territory, the Gonzagas were one of  the most important aristocratic
families in Europe, and invaluable protagonists for centuries of  the Italian history. Lords of  Mantua, then 
marquises and dukes, thanks to a prudent use of  diplomacy and matrimonial politics, they were related to the
Habsburgs, managing to have two empresses and a Queen of  Poland among their ranks. They also had ten 
cardinals among them, a record for a northern Italian dynasty, which bear witness to the role they played in the
life of  the Church as well. Thanks to a constant promotion of  the arts, Mantua transformed itself  from a sleepy
provincial town into one of  the capitals of  the Renaissance culture. The masterpieces of  Pisanello and 
Mantegna, the wonders contained in the Celeste gallery, and the buildings designed by Leon Battista Alberti walk
hand in hand with the revival of  Italian music in the late 400s and the invention of  melodrama with Monteverdi.
Their literary circles could count on names like Boiardo, Ariosto and Baldassare Castiglione. But how was it 
possible for this family to build this small empire and keep it for over four centuries? And how could they gain
so much prestige? 
This book is a ‘fresco’ full of  surprises, intended not only for lovers of  great history. It’s a story of  wars and 
conspiracies, a struggle for survival first and for supremacy then.

Luca Sarzi Amadè, journalist, has worked with Rai TV, the 
newspapwers “la Repubblica” and “Il Giorno”. 
Among his books: Milano fuori di mano (Mursia 1987), Milano in 
periferia (Mursia 1991), Il duca di Sabbioneta. Guerre e amori di un europeo
errante (SugarCo 1990 e Mimesis 2013, awarded: International prize
for literature City of  Milan), L’antenato nel cassetto. Manuale di scienza 
genealogica (Mimesis 2015) and Scipione Gonzaga. Vita burrascosa e lieta di
un aspirante cardinale del Cinquecento (Odoya 2017).

For over four centuries the small city of  Mantua
had been one of  the capitals of  Europe. A city
capable of  tipping the scale in the tangled 
Italian events, the center of  a highly refined
diplomatic activity and the beating heart of  the
cultural life and arts of  the Renaissance. The
Gonzagas, its lords, were the protagonists.



No ancient Greek nor Roman had ever imagined a world
without war. Why? What did warmean in the ancient times?

An Iron World
The War in the Ancient Times
Marco Bettalli
464 pages
Ancient History/Military History

No Greek, like no Roman, had ever imagined a world without war. More than a utopia, they would have 
considered it an absurdity. Not that the Greeks and Romans were lovers of  war, war was just part of  life. Just as
it was possible to end up caught by pirates during a trip at sea and to be sold as slaves in some Aegean market,
or to fall victim to an epidemic or a famine, or simply to die at a young age for a thousand reasons; so it was in
the order of  human things to run into a war, die in battle or become disabled and in search of  an unlikely 
recovery. Only those who took care of  the defence from external enemies and were ready to march out of
bounds to fight against the enemy, could aspire to define themselves as citizens.
The core of  this study is the analysis of  the phenomenon of  war within the ancient societies. Since the war 
activity was the most important collective commitment for any community in the ancient world, the health of
these communities was fundamental in the way of  conducting a war. The state of  health includes its financial 
resources, the relationship between governors and governed, between men and gods. 
This book, with its very pleasant and exciting writing, brings us closer to the mental universe of  the ancients and
returns them to us, in their diversity, with profound respect.

Marco Bettalli teaches Greek History at the 
University of  Siena. He is expert of  historiography, 
Athenian economic and social history and, above all, 
war in the Greek world. He is the author of  the university 
manual Storia greca (Roma 2006) and of  Mercenari. Il mestiere
delle armi nel mondo greco antico (Roma 2013).

The Trojan war, the Persian and Peloponnesian
wars, the epic of  Alexander the Great, 
or Hannibal’s war against Rome. 
The history of  the ancient world is a sequence
of  battles, clashes and duels that have left a 
formidable trace in our history and imagination.



A thousand years of world history in just over a 
thousand pages.

History of the World 
From the Year 1000 to the Present Day

1264 pages
Medieval History/Modern History/Contemporary History

All the stories, it is said, are stories of  the world. Yet we know only a small part of  it. Our gaze is always ready to
observe the continent we inhabit, Europe, or even more specifically our sea, the Mediterranean. So we must li-
sten to other stories, not only to convince ourselves of  our uniqueness, but,  on the contrary to 
understand the part we play in a much larger stage.
The world, understood as “global world,” already existed a thousand years ago. To make it such, men traveled -
as they do today as well - across it in all its extension. Like, for example, the Arab merchants who went as far as
the coasts of  Spain or the borders of  India and from there to China. Or the Venetian merchants such as Marco
Polo, who went to China via the Silk Road. Through him and many more merchants, Europe was able to get to
know the extraordinary reality of  a wise and organized empire placed at the other end of  the planet. For this
reason, today more than ever it is necessary to restore dignity to the history of  many civilizations and of  the
many people who inhabited this planet; they are stories which we too often have relegated to the margins. This
is not about documenting the forgotten stories of  the African and Asian empires - of  which we know very little
- but on the contrary it is about showing the hidden threads and bonds that unite the history of  men on Earth.
The story of  migrations, conquests, and scientific discoveries brings to light precisely the constant 
interconnection, which too often we consider a novelty just of  our time. 

Medieval History
by Amedeo Feniello
He teaches Medieval History at the
University of  L’Aquila. He was one
of  the main author of  the World Hi-
story of  Italy (edited by Andrea Giar-
dina, 2017) and, among other things,
he published From Sybil’s tears. History
of  the men who invented banks (2013)
and History of  the Mediterranean sea in
20 objects (with A. Vanoli, 2018). 

A huge history of  the world starting from the
time when we thought the world was flat and at
the center of  the universe, to now, when it
seems to only be a blue dot, lost in the infinity 
of  the cosmos.

Modern History
by Luigi Mascilli Migliorini
He teaches Modern History at the
University of  Naples. He is a 
member of  the Accademia dei 
Lincei, Commandeur de l’Ordre des
Palmes Académiques, Chevalier de
l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres of
the French Republic and visiting
professor at the École Normale 
Supérieure in Paris and at the 
University of  Santiago in Chile.
Among his books, 500 days. Napoleon
from Elba to Saint Elena (2016).

Contemporary History
by Francesca Canale Cama
She teaches Contemporary History,
and History of  Europe and the 
Mediterranean at the University
Luigi Vanvitelli of  Caserta. Her
main studies are on socialism and
pacifism in the Great War and the
XX century Mediterranean Europe.



Spaghetti al Pomodoro
A Brief History
Massimo Montanari
128 pages
Food History

Massimo Montanari teaches Medieval History 
and History of  Food at the University of  Bologna,
where he also directs the Masters in “History and
Culture of  Food”. His books are widely translated
in many languages. Among others: A History of  Food
(with J.-L. Flandrin) Food and Culture in the Middle
Ages; The Banquet (in 3 volumes); Food as Culture;
Standing Time for Meatballs; Italian Identity in the Kitchen;
Medieval Tastes. The products, cooking, and mealtimes;
Table Tales.

An exciting historical deconstruction of  spaghetti
with tomato sauce in which the greatest Italian
food historian goes on a quest to find the key 
elements, ingredients and techniques that have
made this dish the symbol of  the Italian cuisine
in the world.

Is it possible to sit in front of a plate of spaghetti with 
tomato sauce and reflect on the meaning of roots, 
identities, origins?

“Seen by an uninformed outsider”, wrote Odile Redon and Bruno Laurioux, this Italian dish “is nothing but a
plate of  spaghetti with tomato sauce and grated parmesan.”

There is no doubt: pasta is an identifying symbol of  Italy’s cousine. It is the perfect image of  a culture (not only
gastronomic) that paradoxically finds its unifying and distinctive character in the variety of  local peculiarities.
There are hundreds of  formats and there are thousands of  recipes, made with different products and with very
different procedures. However, some recipes and some traditions have imposed themselves more as symbols.
And so spaghetti with tomato, seasoned with Parmesan cheese, are the identifying symbol par excellence. 
Or so - at least - it seems from outside. This book analyses this dish and questions its origins: a trip that leads us
back to distant times (from the ancient and medieval ages to the modern and contemporary era), and distant places
(from Asia to America, from Africa to Europe), in the discovery of  food habits, methods and techniques very 
different from those we know and use today.

«How many variations of  the spaghetti al pomodoro exist and
how many would we have to analyze? We choose to set a
minimum common denominator, a standard that can work
well, if  not to all, to many. The basic elements will be, of
course, spaghetti and tomato sauce. The grated Parmesan
will also be a less obvious choice, but equally important in
the collective perception. We add the olive oil, simply cal-
ling it this way, without the ‘extra’ and without the ‘virgin’,
prefixes that only today have acquired a precise product
and commercial meaning. We still add garlic and/or onion
(choosing between them, or keeping them together - this
is just a matter of  taste). We will not deny ourselves a basil
leaf, now a commonplace of  Italianness. Salt. Finally, here
we could stop, but a handful of  chilli is recommended in
most recipes.»



From the author of the bestseller It's not work, it’s 
exploitation a new, very harsh documented report of the
capitalist system.

Stop Sweatshop Wages! 
Marta and Simone Fana

192 pages
Publication in November
Current Affairs/Economics/Politics

Liberalization, privatization, outsourcing. This is a process that has not yet ended but that attacks the well-being
of  the majority of  society daily: whether it is blue overall workers or elegant employees, door-to-door salesmen
or call center operators. There is a reduction of  the cost of  labor for the good of  the country - that national 
interest all to the advantage of  companies, whether the profits are declared or “under the table”. It is on the 
impoverishment of  workers that companies continue to accumulate profits, each time waving the external
enemy most useful to their rhetoric: immigrants, relocations, technology. These are functional strategies to hide
those with different points of  view. Behind the false objectivity of  these practices a political interest has been
hidden, aimed at guaranteeing the high against the bottom of  society, the profits of  the few against the wages 
of  the many. But the awareness that growing inequalities arise from wages and salaries is a theme that has come
back forcefully into the public debate and motivates the major social movements at the international level today.
From the movement to increase the salary of  fast food workers in the USA to $15, to the claims of  a more 
decent minimum wage in Bangladesh; from the protests of  the Yellow Gilets in France, to the pickets of  the
women of  ItalPizza in the Modena area in Italy. Several generations have never known a period of  healthy 
economy and well-being. Even for those fortunate enough to work, wages are of  hunger. This book explains
why we have ended up this way and what we can do.

Marta Fana holds a PhD in Economics from the 
Institut d’Études Politiques of  SciencesPo in Paris,
after having studied at the University of  Rome, the
Toulouse School of  Economics and the Collegio
Carlo Alberto in Turin. She began her research activity
by studying contracts and corruption and today she
deals with political economy, in particular with the
labor market, work organization, and economic and
social inequalities. She is the editor of  “Jacobin” Italy.
For Laterza she is the author of  Non è lavoro, è 
sfruttamento (2017) that sold more than 20,000 copies.

The job market is now a jungle with only one
certainty: low and precarious salaries. Sweathop
wages for  poor jobs. 
But what if  this is the problem that prevents our
economy from growing? What if  we started
talking  about fighting for wages again?

Simone Fana graudated in Political Science at the
University of  Perugia, he is a member of  the 
editorial board of  “Jacobin” Italy. He writes for 
“Internazionale”, “Left” and Sbilanciamoci.info
on issues related to the labor market and the 
reduction of  work hours. He is the author of  the
essay Tempo rubato. Sulle tracce di una rivoluzione 
possibile tra vita, lavoro e società (Imprimatur 2018).



From  one of the new voices of the European Left, a new
vision to reclaim our world.

Your Homeland Is Your Own World
Beyond Internationalism
Lorenzo Marsili
192 pages
Current Affairs/Politics

“You are destined for a great Monday! Pity that Sunday will never end”. As evidence of  the injustice and unsu-
stainability of  our world multiplies, our democracies appear unable to transform popular requests for change
into alternative policies. The exit from a system built upon unspeakable wealth, enduring misery, and ecological
catastrophe continues to represent a Monday that will never come. The causes are many – from the capture of
politics by organised wealth to the timidity of  our representatives in challenging decades of  neoliberal hege-
mony. But if  we dig deeper we discover that the root cause for a politics out of  joint is the absence of  political
rights beyond the confines of  the nation. The global crisis of  our time sees a complex of  economic, ecological, 
technological and migratory challenges that no state is any longer able to control. The result is an extraordinary
provincialisation of  our politics with respect to the new planetary powers confronting humanity. This is where
the impotent and rabid politics of  our day originates. As paradoxical as it may seem, it is precisely the decline of
the nation-state that is the source of  the great nationalist uprising of  our time. 
The first part of  the book details the ever-closer union of  the world over the past one hundred years and the
growing overlap between world and nation. Engaging, amongst others, with the thought of  Friedrich Hayek,
with Third-Worldism and with the demise of  postmodernism, it investigates the recent “nationalist rescue of
neoliberalism” and concludes with a novel reading of  our current existential crisis. The second part sketches “a
new cosmopolitanism for our era”, a concept borrowed from Antonio Gramsci. Engaging, amongst others, with
contemporary Chinese philosopher Zhao Tingyang and with contemporary discourses on Europe, it sketches a
new internationalism that does not begin from institutional engineering or abstract universalism but from a tran-
sformation of  our actions, concepts political forms and democratic practices. 

Lorenzo Marsili is a philosopher-activist, the cofounder of  transnational
NGO European Alternatives and, with Yanis Varoufakis, one of  the 
initiators of  pan-European movement DiEM25. He previously worked in
cultural journalism in London and Beijing, where he founded the journal
Naked Punch Review. His latest books are Citizens of  Nowhere (Zed Books
2018 and Suhrkamp Verlag 2019). He writes, among others, for 
“Al Jazeera”, “the Guardian” and “the Nation”, and is a guest on BBC
World, France24 and RAI. He has degrees in philosophy and sinology
from the University of  London.

At a time marked by the global rise of  
nationalism, this book presents a 
contrarian internationalist view capable of  
returning radicality to our thoughts 
and utopia to our politics. 



Francis’ Lonelyness 
A Prophetic Pope; a Church in Stormy Seas
Marco Politi

After the international success of  Francis Among the Wolves, the best known
Italian vaticanist returns to take stock of  Francis’ pontificate in his most 
difficult season.

It is a tormented season. There are attacks from all sides, cardinals against the Pope,
and atheists who support his words. Priests, theologians and cardinals conduct a
systematic work of  delegitimization against him, to the point of  demanding his res-
ignation and accusing him of  heresy. Despite everything, Francis remains tenacious
and continues to fight for a Church committed to justice and the common good.
The twilight of  the pontificate may perhaps still reserve surprises.

Marco Politi, internationally renowned Vatican insider, is a leading international
expert on Vatican issues. Writer for the newspaper il Fatto Quotidiano and Vatican
correspondent for la Repubblica for almost twenty years, he has also worked with
ABC, CNN, BBC, RAI, ZDF, and France 2. 

An underground war is ongoing in Catholicism to put
Francis up against a wall.

Rights  sold to:
Herder Verlag (German)

Philippe Rey (French)

international media coverage  

The Viscious Triangle 
Tyrants, Terrorists and the West 
Iyad el-Baghdadi
Today, the citizens of  the Middle Eastern region are stuck in a false and 
oppressive dilemma: they are either forced to support the autocrats in exchange
for security and stability, or they are to stand with Islamic radicalists to break the
yoke of  the tyrants and avenge their oppression. The third option is to undergo
the military intervention of  foreign governments, which in turn support the
tyrants more or less explicitly, or are radicalists themselves in view of  future 
economic and strategic benefits. This is a vicious triangle, inside wihch there are
common citizens who bear the weight of  repression and lose their rights.

Iyad el-Baghdadi is one of  the most important Arab activist. During the Arab
Spring from his Twitter account he informed the international audience day by
day about what was happening. In April 2014, he was arrested in the United Arab
Emirates, the country where he grew up after being born stateless in Palestine. 
He is now a political refugee in Norway, under the protection of  the security 
services, after a recent credible thread from Saudi Arabia.

From one of the most influential Arab activist, a new
take on the dynamics of power in the Middle East.

248 pages
Current Affairs/Religion/Politics

Rights sold to: 
C. Hurst (English worldwide) 

Coagent: Toby Mundy Associates

240 pages
Current Affairs/Politics/Middle East



Who is Fascist 
Emilio Gentile

“Fascism is back.” Today the alarm has reached the highest level. But
what if  this new mantra only served to hide the real problems of  our time?

One hundred years after the foundation of  the Fasci di Combattimento on March
23th, 1919 the alarm for a new fascist danger is circulating. The sublimation of
the people as a virtuous collectivity against corrupt politicians, the contempt
of  parliamentary democracy, the appeal to the square, the need for strong lea-
der in government, nationalism, hostility towards foreign migrants, and the 
defense of  traditional religious identity are the ingredients. Among the rulers
of  the new fascism are Trump, Erdogan, Orbán, Bolsonaro, Di Maio, Salvini. 
But to what extent is the new fascism an updated revival of  historical fascism?
Emilio Gentile, the most important scholar of  fascism, shows that talking
about the return of  fascism, and of  eternal fascism, is not only devoid of  historical
meaning, but aggravates the misinformation about what fascism really was. 

Emilio Gentile is an historian of  international renown. He is emeritus pro-
fessor at La Sapienza University of  Rome. He received the Hans Sigrist Prize at
the University of  Berna for his studies on the religions of  politics.  

Are we really at the gates of a new regime?

Rights sold to:
Alianza (Spanish  worldwide)

Guerra & Paz (Portuguese/Portugal)

The League’s Black Book
Giovanni Tizian - Stefano Vergine
The League’s Black Book is an exceptional inquiry into the party of  Mat-
teo Salvini. It is based on important documents so far unpublished.

On 10th July the American site Buzzfeed published the audio file of  the confi-
dential meeting in Moscow on 18 October 2018 between Salvini’s party emis-
saries and a Russian manager about the supply of  $3 million to Matteo Salvini
through dirty diesel to help swing European elections towards Russia-friendly
candidates. This scoop becomes the news of  the summer: all the media has been
talking about it for days and the opposition asked for a commission of  
inquiry. All those revelations were already public: the scoop was in fact already
contained in this book.

Giovanni Tizian and Stefano Vergine, journalists, received the Franco Giustolisi
Justice and Truth Award 2018 for their investigations on the League.

The investigation-book that has revealed for the first time
the secret negotiation between the League and Moscow.

Rights sold to:
FotoTapeta (German)

144 pages
Contemporary History

336 pages
Inquiry/Politics



A brave novel that tells the silences of a family (and of
the great history) with a wise and ironic pen. 

Without Greeting Anyone
A Return to Istria
Silvia Dai Pra’
176 pages
Autofiction

Iole is a grandmother like many others. Whether it is the afternoons in front of  the TV with Inspector Derrick,
the evenings in the kitchen cooking french fries, or the typical Sunday mass, she leads a life that seems normal in
its banality.  Yet among her silences, from time to time, without a reason, a tear will fall from her face.  In the
eyes of  Silvia, Iole’s adolescent granddaughter, that behaviour appears to be strange. Or, her relationship with
her son, Silvia’s father, who she keeps distant. And he, as a response to this distant mother, maintains a anorexic
thinness that Silvia growing up will understand to be just a clue of  a much bigger torment. There is a baggage
that is handed down from generation to generation: a pile of  rubble which no one ever mentions. This legacy
has a name: Romeo Martini, killed and thrown into the Vines foiba in 1943. He was Iole’s dad.
After many years Silvia returns to Istria, to the place Iole left short after her father’s death, without greeting
anyone. She goes back to try to reconstruct the story of  her grandfather, owner of  a grocery store, expelled by
the fascist regime in the late twenties and killed (why?) by the partisans between the melting of  the Italian army,
the descent of  the Tito’s partisans and the arrival of  the German troops.

Silvia Dai Pra’ was born in 1977 in Pontremoli,
grew up in Massa and now lives in Rome.
She graduated in Literature, and earned a PhD on
Elsa Morante. 
She teaches in a night school and takes care of
education for various newspapers and magazines.
In 2007 she published the novel La bambina felice
(Gremese) and in 2011 Quelli che però è lo stesso
(Laterza), a novel reportage dedicated to a school
in the Roman suburbs.

Why did the great-grandfather Romeo Martini 
end up in the Vines foiba?
And why did the grandmother Iole leave her 
hometown without greeting anyone to start a new
life in the Dolomites? A life in which one word
would have been banned forever: Istria. 

«I discovered that there is another word to define a
foiba, a doline, and I tried to use it to replace that ugly
term in my head - dolina carried with it a whole 
languid atmosphere which made me feel like a meek
fiber of  the universe. But I couldn’t work it: the term
“dolina” didn't take root. You can't bring poetry into
this to mitigate the sound of  the bodies that creak
under your shoes.»

A brave and ironic book that, while trying to bring
back to light the hidden story of  a family, deals with
the issue of  the generational consequences of  
violence and pain, as well as the amnesia and the si-
lences people adopt in order to continue to live.



108 metres
The New Working Class Hero
Alberto Prunetti
Alberto: he is the new working class hero. And although he thinks to be so
cool and far from his family’s social class, being son of  workers not only can
you see it, but indeed you can feel it from a mile.
A proletarian epic dense with Yemeni servants, Turkish masters of  Italian
restaurants, a rosary of  injustices that the narrator lives and narratively veers
between the comic, the moving and the grotesque. It is a book in which we
laugh a lot and we are moved a lot too, because the six dynamic chapters are
interspersed with ‘a back to the origins’ that is a return to Tuscany, to the 108
meters of  rails fused in the blast furnace of  Piombino, now off: it is there that
everything has a tender beginning and a tragic end (that of  his father Renato).

108 meters is the standard length of  the railway tracks built in Italy in the past and used everywhere.

Alberto Prunetti (Piombino, 1973), translator and editor, he lived in England,
working as a cleaner, pizza chef  and kitchen assistant. He published Amianto.
Una storia operaia (Alegre) translated into French and Catalan.

A proletarian epic, moving and ironic, written from the
lower layers of life.

Rights sold to:
Ekdoseis Aprovletes (Greek)

Hoja del Lata (Spanish wordwide)

Small Town
A Common Story of Heroin
Vanessa Roghi
A private story of  a young girl who lived in her small town when her father
got arrested for drugs in the 80s. Now she tries to come to terms with all
this. With the rigor of  an historian, as well as with the love of  a daughter.

“When my father gets arrested for heroin dealing, I am 15. I am in high school, and I don’t tell
anyone in school about it. I can’t find the words to do it, although, I don’t think I even look for
them. It is something that has happened, and that is it. There are two clear images from those
days in my mind. The first; my father walking in the Union Street, hugging his partner. He can’t
keep himself  upright. I think he is drunk. I don’t understand. The second; my uncle telling me
that my father is in jail because he is a drug addict, and taking me to see him. The prison: small,
almost an apartment. His cellmate locked up there because he hunted a pheasant illegaly. I re-
construct images, sentences from the past, and suddenly, I understand everything.”

Vanessa Roghi, historian, is the author of  hisory documentaries for Rai TV.
She teaches Contemporary History and History and TV at Rome University.
For Laterza she published From Don Milani to De Mauro, the power of  words (2017).

A memoir masterfully written that deals with a story, so
far, never told: that of heroin.

146 pages
Fiction

230 pages
Fiction/Narrative non fiction



The word to the offenders. A story that nobody wants to
hear turns into a great (true) novel of our time. 

Let Everyone Carry Their Own Guilt 
Chronicles from the Wars of Our Times
Francesca Mannocchi
256 pages
Memoir/Reportage

In our minds we have clearly separated persecutors from victims, the West from chaos, and we have reassured
our conscience with simple and comforting stories. We managed to draw a border between human and inhu-
mane: we 
described terrorism, attacks, and torture as synonyms of  inhumanity, and we removed them from our mind. 
In this way ISIS was an unknown monster that had to be destroyed, and the lands on which it had landed, into
failed places to leave to their marked destiny. Yet all this is valid until we try to look closer, to see how essentially
human things remain, even where we thought there was no need to look twice...
This book tells stories in first person narration that cannot be forgotten. There is not a single portrayal in 
Everyone Carries Their Own Guilt that does not stick to our mind:the widowed women of  militia ready to be 
mothers of  other martyrs, the children of  the executioners of  ISIS next to the children of  the victims of  ISIS 
in the same refugee camp, the young orphans of  the Caliphate who hoped to immolate themselves in an attack
and now, having lost a leg, stare into emptiness, the adolescent terrorists who look like boys from any suburb 
of  the planet. What will be born from these seeds that ISIS has left behind before the military defeat?

Francesca Mannocchi, 1981, is a freelance reporter
and film director. She has reported from Iraq, Libya,
Lebanon, Syria, Tunisia, Egypt, Afghanistan. 
She won the Premio Giustolisi with an investigation into
the trafficking of  migrants and on Libyan jails. In 2016
she was also awarded the Premiolino, the foremost Italian
prize for journalism. This book concludes the work
started with the documentary Isis Tomorrow. The lost souls
of  Mosul, acclaimed at the Venice Film Festival. 

An eye-witness book, as moving as 
it is perturbing, that for the first time 
listens to the perpetrators of  the 
violence of  the conflict, and not to 
the victims.



The compelling story of a boy forced to leave his 
homeland barely a teenager.

The Skin I live In
Kader Diabate 
128 pages
Autofiction

A vivid testimony, written in first person of  Kader Diabate, who at fifteen travels from the Ivory Coast to reach
Europe. A tremendous and long story in which we also learn about his passion for books and culture, his desire
for freedom and his battle against the arrogance and injustice of  men. 
Each chapter bears the name of  a part of  the body - the eyes, the belly, the head, the feet, the legs, the hands,
the heart; each of  them carries a story, an experience, a place. More often than not, the stories are about suffe-
ring. A suffering that has become for Kader the fuel to feed his peaceful struggle: today, at the age of  twenty, he
is a human rights activist. A true story, which reads like a novel.

Kader Diabate is a young teenager when he runs
away from his country,  the Ivory Coast, to 
escape a marriage arranged for him with his 
eldest brother’s widow. 
In this book he tells us his story: from escaping
home and crossing the desert, to his 
incarceration in Libya and the trip across the
Mediterranean, to finally, his arrival in Italy.

Kader Diabate was born in his beloved Man, in the
Ivory Coast. One of  13 children of  a former truck 
driver father and a merchant mother, he traveled
from Africa to Italy through the desert, the sea and
so much land. Today he lives in Italy, in Puglia, where
he attends the third year of  a high school. He is the
founder of  the Generation Consciente Association, which
deals with community socio-cultural development.

«Everyone in that car hadn’t washed for at least seven days. I
was hoping we could do so as soon as possible. I would
have made myself  more recognizable to myself. But on the way
we met the pirates. Destiny wanted that they kidnap two of
us since the driver had not had enough money to pay them off
for all of  us. It came down to me and another boy,
Badra, who had lived in my country, but was originally from
Burkina Faso. He had been one of  those refugees who had
paid the head of  the mosque to find shelter, although it was
now evident that Allah had not listened to his prayers there. We
were both taken and loaded into the car by kidnappers armed
with Kalashnikovs, axes and knives. They were very young,
many even minors. They wore the trousers of  a military
uniform and normal t-shirts. During the journey they beat us.
They brushed our lips, eyes and ears with the tips of  Kalashni-
kovs. They took us to the municipal prison: a barrack teeming
with so many prisoners, abandoned after the 2011 war and then
directly managed by them. This everyone knows, including Eu-
ropean men and women who insist on stating that everything is
under control in Libya.»



Palermo is an Onion - Remix
Roberto Alajmo
Every book should have the aspiration to become eternal. This book had
started on this path with the first edition of  Palermo is an Onion in 2005. But
time passes, and the city has changed; in many ways for the better. 
Of  course, there is always the reckoning with the eternal propensity to drown.
Every two steps forward always corresponds to a step backwards, one to the
right and one to the left. Yet we know that Sicilian history has never been a
one-way journey, rather a tortuous dirt road. The City is by its nature restless
and unresolved. In the warping of  its plots there will always be a mistake, in
the hottest pitch you will always find at least one filth.

Roberto Alajmo was born in Palermo in 1959 and still lives there today, 
writing and working for the Italian television network RAI. He has published
numerous books, many of  which have won prestigious awards.

Palermo is a fragile and cruel city. It is capable of 
turning a kiss into a bite, and always with the same lips.

192 pages
Travel/Narrative non fiction

New York is an Open Window

Paolo Cognetti

Rights sold to:
Stock (French)
Navona (Spanish) 
Navona (Catalan)

A literary and emotional tour of  New
York by the acclaimed author of  the
Eight Mountains. This books expresses
the metropolitan soul of  Paolo
Cognetti, the other side of  his literary
personality. 

Trieste Upside Down
Mauro Covacich

Rights sold to:
Wagenbach (German)
Vuković & Runjić (Croatian) 
Le Jardin d’Essais (French)
Literarno Umetnisko Drustvo (Slovenian)

Fifteen narrative itineraries in a gently
and ironic prose, revealing and solving
the emotional puzzle that the city of
Trieste is: full of  history, curiosities
and contradictions.

On the Pedals, among the Rows
From Prato to Chianti and back
Emiliano Gucci

Rights sold to:
Elitys (French)

A bicycle, or rather two, among the vine-
yards, in the bright green of  the wheat
and then suddenly in the gray of  the in-
dustrial areas: this is Tuscany. 

Torino is our Home
Giuseppe Culicchia

Rights sold to:
Wagenbach (German)

A memorable portrait of  a place out
of  the ordinary, Turin is our home tells
between the comedy and the food for
thought an unexpected city, today
more alive than ever and full of  
surprises. 

Contromano Series _ Other titles

Rights sold to:
Wagenbach (German)



Old Age for Beginners
Alberto Cester
There is no one single “old age” definition: in part our destiny is marked by
the genes we inherited from our parents. Very much, however, it depends on
us: on our lifestyle, on the choice of  living a season at its best, which can also
bear much fruit. As we age, in fact, our capacity for judgment is positively 
affected by our experiences and a kind of  free thought develops - without the
jokes of  youthful exuberance. The mental plasticity acquired over the years
can give surprising skills and abilities. This book talks about the 
problems that affect all the organs and the apparatuses of  our body from the
age of  50 (but in the advanced countries we speak of  old age from 75 years
upwards) with suggestions on good practices to follow, and which 
resources to exploit.

Alberto Cester, surgeon, specialist in Geriatrics and Physiology, directs the
U.O.C. of  Geriatrics of  the Dolo Hospital (Venice). He had national and 
international professional experience in the field of  geriatrics and geriatric 
rehabilitation. He is the author of  scientific articles and geriatric and 
rehabilitative books published in Italy, abroad and online.

Old age: such a sensitive issue analyzed with the rigor of
science as well as with the empathy of an “old” doctor.

Food Mirages
99 False Beliefs about What We Eat
Marcello Ticca
How many times have we heard that fish is good for memory, or that fruit must
be eaten far from meals (and possibly eat its skin too); or also that eggs are bad
for the liver, and finally that rice is lighter than pasta? Too bad; they are all lies!

An enjoyable journey through the most established ‘commonplace 
misconceptions’ regarding daily eating pleasures. After reading this book you
will have learnt many good rules to live a peaceful relationship with what you
put onto your plate!

Award: Premio Bancarella Kitchen 2018

Marcello Ticca is one of  the top Italian nutrition experts: he is a doctor, a 
biologist, and has long been a researcher at the National Research Institute 
for Food and Nutrition.

A bestseller guidebook on all the clichès around food.

112 pages
Health

20.000 copies

Rights sold to:
Vogais/2020 (Portuguese/Portugal)

Koletif  Kitap (Turkish)
Senac (Portuguese/Brazil)

256 pages
Food/Health



Design and 
Communication
pp. 384/with Illustrations

What is graphic art? Who are
the designers? How does their
creativity work? An entertaining
guide to understanding 
principles, rules and applications
of  design... 

Bruno Munari
“One of the most influential designers of the twentieth
century... Munari has encouraged people to go beyond
formal conventions and stereotypes by showing them
how to widen their perceptual awareness.” 
International Herald Tribune

Bruno Munari was among the most inspirational 
designers of  all time, described by Picasso as “the
new Leonardo”. 
Lamps, road signs, typography, posters, children's
books, advertising, cars and chairs - these are just
some of  the subjects to which he turns his 
illuminating gaze. 

Nothing comes
from nothing
pp. 392/with Illustrations

There is a creative capacity alive 
in everyone of  us. Among the
great works by Munari, this is the
book that perhaps makes the rea-
der happiest due to the enchanting
demonstration that knowing how
to design is not an exclusive and
innate gift.

Rights sold to: Misuzu Shobo (Japanese) - Gustavo Gili (Spanish)
Edicoes 70 (Portuguese) - Pyramyd (French) - Doosung (Korean)

Design as Art
pp. 256/with Illustrations

This book is an illustrated journey
into the artistic possibilities of  
modern design. The designer 
re-establishes the long-lost contact
between art and the public, between
people and art as a living thing. 

Rights sold to: Penguin (English) - Gustavo Gili (Spanish)
Edicoes 70 (Portuguese) - Pyramyd (French) - Doosung (Korean)
Shanghai 99 (Chinese/China Mailnald) - Aronov (Russian) 
d2d (Polish) - Faces (Chinese/Taiwan) - FMKnjige (Serbian) - 
Rubato (Czech) - Asia (Hebrew) - Open Books (Thai)

Artist and 
Designer
pp. 114/with Illustrations

In extremely lively and entertai-
ning pages, the theme of  the 
increasingly separation between
pure art and art production -
inextricabily linked to the 
industrial production and mass
consumption.

Rights sold to: Gustavo Gili (Spanish) - Mizusu Shobo 
(Japanese) - Edicoes 70 (Portuguese)

Fantasia
pp. 224/with Illustrations

Fantasia, invention and creativity: is
it possible to understand how these
human faculties work? How are they
related to intelligence and memory?
Munari answers these questions in
clear, accessible prose, using a host
of  original examples. 

Rights sold to: Gustavo Gili (Spanish)-  Mizusu Shobo (Japanese)
Edicoes 70 (Portuguese) - Doosung (Korean) - Aronov (Russian)
Czuly Barbarzynca (Polish) 

Rights sold to: Gustavo Gili (Spanish) - Edicoes 70 
(Portuguese) - Pyramyd (French) - Doosung (Korean) - Mizusu
Shobo (Japanese)



Rights sold to:
La Decouverte (French) 
Herder (Castilian in Spain) 
Tigre de Paper (Catalan) 
Rara Avis (Castilian) 
Catro Ventos (Galician) 
Txalaparta Editorial (Basque)
Brød og Roser (Norwegian)

Ektos Grammis (Greek)
China Contemporary (Chinese
Simpl.)
Oomzicc (Korean)
FrACTalia (Romanian)
Sel (Turkish)
Solidariete (Danish)

Epo (Dutch)
Tankekraft (Swedish)
Multimedia Institute (Croatian)
Boitempo (Brazilian) 
Objectiva (Portuguese)
Matthes & Seitz (German)
Verso (English)

The Incredible Journey of Plants
Stefano Mancuso
watercolors by Grisha Fischer

Rights sold to:
Other Press (English US) 
Albin Michel (French)
Klett Cotta (German)
Galaxia Gutenberg (Castilian) 
Galaxia Gutenberg (Catalan) 
Cossee (Dutch)
Duku (Chinese Simplified)
Forest Book Co. (Korean) 
Alfa (Turkish)

25.000 copies

The Brilliant Language
Andrea Marcolongo

Rights sold to:
Europa Editions (English worldwide)
Piper (Germany)
Patakis (Greek)
Taurus (Spanish worldwide)
Les Belles Lettres (French)
Wereldbibliotheek (Dutch)
Sandorf  (Croatian)
Gradiva (Portuguese)
Bookie (Korean)

170.000 copies!

In Search of Lost Books
Giorgio Van Straten

Rights sold to:
Suhrkamp (German)
Pasado y Presente (Spanish)
Actes Sud (French)
Pushkin Press (English)
Guangdong People (Chinese Simpl.)
Unesp (Portuguese/Brazil)
Mujintree (Korean)
Elsinore/2020 (Portuguese/Portugual)

Feminism for the 99%. 
A Manifesto
Cinzia Arruzza 
Tithi Bhattacharya 
Nancy Fraser

Plants move: generation after generation, using spores,
seeds, or any other means, plants move in the world to 
conquer new spaces. The history of  this unstoppable 
expansion is unknown to most people. We can begin
our exploration by reading the stories told by Stefano
Mancuso, and traveling with the imagination thanks to
the poetic watercolors of  Grisha Fisher.

The revolutionary challenge to spread another feminism.
From three of  the organizers of  the International
Women’s Strike: a manifesto for when “leaning in” is not
enough.

What is it that makes this book on ancient Greek so
special that people can’t get enough of  it? 
Far from being a grammar primer, The Brilliant 
Language is a smart and unexpected book that catches
its readers between the worrying awareness of  having
missed an opportunity and the euphoric feeling of
having a second chance.

Hemingway, Byron, Plath, Gogol’, Lowry, Schulz,
Bilenchi, Benjamin. This is the story of  a journey in
search of  the traces of  eight legendary lost books.
The clues are fragile, the hope of  finding these pages
scarce. Yet, maybe, somewhere, they still exist...



Post 
Democracy
after the crisis

Colin Crouch

Other titles

The Digital Prince

Mauro Calise 
Fortunato Musella

With the triumph of  social media, 
politics has entered a new era. The 
traditional actors (parties, trade unions,
elites) are replaced by new protagonists
and the digital connectivity replaces 
ancient hierarchies. Can politics resume
the command of  this challenge?

Post Democracy 
after the crisis
Colin Crouch

Rights sold to:
Suhrkamp (German)
Polity Press (English worldwide)

After the international bestseller Post
Democracy, Colin Crouch returns with a
necessary take on democracy today,
after the crisis.

The Archive of the Wolrd

Maria Pia Donato

Rights sold to:
PUF (French)

In 1809 Napoleon starts the 
confiscation of  all archives in Europe, 
a titanic dream, born from the 
awareness that who owns the archives,
owns History. And who owns History, 
controls the future.

History of the Resistance

Marcello Flores  
Mimmo Franzinelli

75 years after the end of  World War
II, finally a history of  the partisan war
that offers an overall look at the salient 
moments that have changed the Italian
destiny. A necessary book today,
when the loss of  the last witnesses
of  these events is giving more and
more space to a political use of  
History.

Italy is a Pathway

Natalino Russo

Among enchanting mountain paths
and sheep tracks that evoke ancient
practices, between sacred pilgrimage
routes and paths that preserve the
memory of  war scenarios, this book is
an irresistible invitation to leave your
home and set off.

The Palio of Siena

Duccio Balestracci

A fascinating historical account of  the
events that surround the most famous
horse race in the world. 
The Palio is a kaleidoscope through
which we can make a journey through
time and centuries of  city festivals,
while recognizing all the same the orig-
inal aspects merging in that of  Siena.

When Life Meets you Halfway
Lucrezio Seneca and Us
Ivano Dionigi

Rights sold to:
Guangdong People’s (Chinese Simpl.)

“A book that, as soos as you open it
up,  surprises and faces you.”
Enzo Bianchi

Lucretius and Seneca are the 
paradigms of  two rival conceptions of
the world. They are the icons of  the
bigamy of  our thought and our soul. 

In Praise of Handwriting

Francesca Biasetton

Rights sold to:
Misuzu Shobo (Japanese)

This book will be in the hands of
those who love to get the contact with
the raw material back, who enjoy the
taste of  concrete practice, the emo-
tional meaning of  the unrepeatable
signs traced with one’s own hand, all
this in a single moment, for a specific
purpose. 

20.000 copies

final manuscript
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Ten Caesars
Roman emperors
from Augustus to Constantine
Barry Strauss

(Simon & Schuster)

The Archipelago
Italy since 1945
John Foot

(Georgina Capel Associates)

Socialist Manifesto

Bhaskar Sunkara

(Trident Media Group)

Mussolini and Hitler
The Forging of the Fascist Alliance
Christian Goeschel

(Yale University Press)

Mariana Mazzucato, Mission. A Moon-Shot Approach to the
Economy
(The Wylie Agency)

Emma Griffin, Industrial Revolution 
A World History
(The Wylie Agency)

Owen Jones, The Politics of  Hope
(David Higham)

Branko Milanovic, Capitalism Alone. The Future of  the 
System That Rules the World
(Harvard University Press)

John Foot, Blood and Power
(Georgina Capel Associates)

Abhijit Banerjee - Esther Duflo, Good Economics 
for Hard Times
(The Wylie Agency)

John Dickie, The Craft
(Andrew Nurnberg Associated)

Christian Salmon, L’Ere du Clash
(Fayard)

Emma, Un Autre Regarde
(2seas Agency)

Savater, La Peor Parte
(Ariel/Planeta)
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